Event Details

Title of event
WUF for WUHAN

Organization Details
Organization: UN-Habitat (Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific)
Organization Country: --

Summary
The event was originally scheduled by the Wuhan Land Use and Spatial Planning Research Center (WLSP) of Wuhan. WLSP is a partner of UN-Habitat since 2016. Together with its sister municipal planning agency, WPDI, it has developed an outstanding collaboration with UN-Habitat, ISOCARP, the Project of Public Spaces (New York) and many academic institutions.

In the wake of the coronavirus emergency, UN-Habitat (ROAP) will convene the friends of Wuhan in this event, to extend well wishes and to explore the first thought for support for recovery. UN-Habitat will also tell about the highlights of its exceptional collaboration with Wuhan, on public spaces, child-friendly planning, city prosperity.

Participants are also encouraged to send well-wishes (as one slide or jpeg) to UN-Habitat Beijing (sheng.ying@un.org). Those present are invited to share their wishes and thoughts during the session.
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